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ABSTRACT 
Let 9 be a tournament on n nodes, and let A be its (adjacency) matrix. 
A. Brauer and I. Gentry observed that an inequality due to G. Pick implies that 
IIm Al < $ cot(~/Zn) for all eigenvalues A of A. We say that Y is a Pick (or P-1 
tournament if equality holds for some A. We determine when equality holds in Pick’s 
inequality for arbitrary real matrices and use this to show that the P-tournaments can 
all be constructed from the transitive tournament ~7 by reversing the arcs between 
the sets of certain node partitions or cuts {U, c}. The cuts are specified by k 1 
n-vectors u such that ufw = 0, where w = [l, (T, , unmllt, u = e”“‘“. This links 
the cuts to cyclotomic polynomials. There is at least one P-tournament on n nodes if 
and only if n # 2k, k > 1. Up to isomorphism, there is precisely one g-tournament 
on n nodes if (and only if) n = p or n = 2 p for some odd prime p. For odd n, up to 
isomorphism, the only regular P-tournament on n nodes has matrix 2, = 
Circ(0, 1, . , 1, 0, , 0). A composition rule is used on the matrices Z, to form all 
g-tournaments on n = Zkp” nodes, I > 1. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND EXAMPLES 
A tournament matrix of order n is an n X n (0,l) matrix A = [aj, k] such 
that 
A+Af+I=J, (1.1) 
where J = In is the all-ones matrix and I = I, is the identity matrix. Such a 
matrix is the (adjacency) matrix A = A(fl of a tournament x that is, of a 
directed graph 7 whose nodes 1,2, . , n are regarded as players, each of 
which is assumed to play against all others. (An arc j + k exists if aj, k = 1, 
indicating that player j beats player k.) 
If x is a A-eigenvector of A, then by (1.1) and the Schwartz inequality, 
(1 + 2Re X)x*x =(CX,(’ < nx*x. (1.2) 
Therefore 
1 n-l 
--<Reh<- 
2 2 (1.3) 
with equality in the upper bound if and only if x is a multiple of 1, the 
all-ones vector. Thus a tournament matrix A has an eigenvalue with real part 
equal to (n - I)/2 if and only if 
n-l 
Al = -1, 
2 
that is, if and only if A is regular. This result was obtained by Brauer and 
Gentry [2] and also by Moon and Pullman [17]. (See [l, 5, 8, 12, 13, 15, 221 
for recent work and references on spectra of tournament matrices.) At the 
end of a later paper, Brauer and Gentry [3] mention a corresponding 
inequality satisfied by the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues of a tournament 
matrix of order n: 
IIm h] < $ cot - 
2n 
(1.4) 
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They point out that (1.4) follows from Picks inequality. 
THEOREM 1.1 (G. Pick, 1922). Let A = [o~,~] be an n X n real matrix, 
and let h be an eigenvalue of A. Then 
IIm A( < g cot 2, 
[; (1.6) 
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is a tournament matrix of order 2n. Also, if x is a A-eigenvector of A and h 
and y satisfy the relation h(y + 1) = y(y - h), then 
[; AA~I][(F~+] =,[(v;~+] 
and so y is an eigenvalue of the block matrix. A straightforward calculation 
shows that the relation above is satisfied if A = - i + (i/2) cot(r/2n) and 
y = - + + (i/2)cot(7r/4n). C onsequently, starting with the matrices Z, in 
Example 1.1 and iterating with (1.6) we obtain 9-tournament matrices for 
each order not a power of 2. 
In Section 4, we generalize the composition rule in Exam 
P 
le 1.2 and use 
it to generate all B-tournament matrices of orders n = 2 p’, p an odd 
prime, k > 0,1> 1. 
2. PICK’S INEQUALITY 
In this section, we characterize all real matrices A for which equality 
holds in Picks inequality (P) f or some eigenvalue A. We call such matrices 
and eigenvalues Pick matrices and eigenvalues, respectively. An eigenvector 
associated with a pa-eigenvalue will be called a 9-eigenvector. 
The following notation will be used throughout the paper. Let 
i 
01 0 
00 1 
s,= ; 0 0 
I 0 : ‘. 1 (j ..: 
1 01 1 00 1 
M,E / ; 0 0 
0 . . 
0 0 ..: 
. . . 0 
. . 
. . 
0 
1 
0’ 0 
0 1 0 -0. 0 
00 1’. : 
N,, = : 0 0 ..’ d 
d : ‘. .: 1 
_I 6 ..: 6 6 
. . . 1 0 1 1 --* 1 
. -1 0 1 . . : . . . 
I> . w,= { -1 0 .., 1. 
1 -1 : ‘. ‘. 1 
0’ 0 -I -; ..: -I 0 
Here S, is a permutation matrix, while N, is a signed permutation matrix, 
that is, a square matrix with precisely one nonzero entry, _+ 1, in each row 
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and column. The skew-symmetric matrix W, = M, - M,” will be used in this 
section to characterize the (real) Pick matrices. The upper-triangular matrix 
M, is the adjacency matrix of the transitive tournament L on n nodes 
where i beats j if i < j. It will be used in a characterization of the 
B-tournament matrices in the next section. 
Since W,, = N,, + N,,’ + *.. + N,“- ’ is a polynomial in N,,, W, is an 
example of a negucyclic matrix [7, p. 841. The matrix N,, and its eigenvalues 
(the nth roots of - 1) are to negacyclic matrices as the matrix S, and its 
eigenvalues (the nth roots of 1) are to circulant matrices. If u = a;l = e”“‘” 
and [ = &, = e 2ri/n then the vectors , 
are eigenvectors of W,, with corresponding eigenvalues 
oiy + (C7[y2 + a** +(&)“-’ = 
1 + Crlk 2k -t 1 
1 - C@ 
= i cot -7T. (2.1) 
2n 
Thus, the maximum of the absolute values of (the imaginary parts of) the 
eigenvalues of W, is cot(r/2n>, and the associated eigenvectors are w and 
W, where 
w=w = n [ 1, un, U,“, . . , O,“-qt> 
gn = ginIn. (2.2) 
Therefore, W,, is a Pick matrix for each n. 
All Pick matrices can be characterized in terms of W,,. The argument 
begins with Picks proof of his inequality (P). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A = [uj k] be an n X n real matrix, n > 2, with 
g =g(A)def d ine as in (1.5). Then A is a Pick matrix if and only if there is a 
signed permutation matrix Q such that 
(a) A - At = ZgQ’W,,Q, and 
(b) Q”w is an eigenvector of A. 
In this situation, if x is a 9-eigenvector of A, then QX = cw or CW for some 
scalar c. 
Proof. Suppose that A is an eigenvalue of A. Then Ax = hx for some 
x = [Xi,. .) x,lt such that x*x = 1. Take arg0 = 0 and arg rk E [O, 27r> for 
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each k = 1,2,. . , n. Let D = [dj, k] be the diagonal matrix with dk, k = 1 if 
arg rk E [0, 7~), and d,, k = - 1 if arg xk E [r, 27r). 
Now choose a permutation matrix P so that y = PDx is such that 
arg y. < arg yk if j < k. Then y*y = 1. Also arg gjyk = arg yk - arg yj E 
[O, z-j, and so 
~(lliyk-‘/,~k)=Imylyk~o if j<k. (2.3) 
Let C = PD( A - At)DPt. Then C = [cj, k] is skew-symmetric, and 2g = 
g(C) = maj,klcj,ki. Thus 
2lIm Al =1x*( A - At)xl =ly*Cyl 
=/ c ‘j,k(gjYk - Yjgk)l 
j<k 
’ j~k~cj,k(~jYk - Yjl/k)l 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
= 2g c ?jyk - Yjgk bY (2.3) 
jik 
= %lY*w,Y I (2.7) 
<ZgcotC by (2.1). (2.8) 
Consequently, Pick’s inequality holds. 
If A is a Pick matrix, then we may choose x and A above so that 
(Im A( = g cot(n/2n). In that case, equality must hold throughout in (2.4) to 
(2.8). Because iW, is self-adjoint with a simple maximum eigenvalue 
cot(rr/2n), it follows from (2.1) and the equality of (2.7) and (2.8) that 
y=cwor CW for some scalar c with (cl = I/ 6. In particular, y.yk - y,Yk 
# 0 when j < k. Since (2.5) and (2.6) are equal, c. k = _+2g h w en j < k. 
Therefore, by (2.3) and the equality of (2.4) an d’ 
whenever j < k, or cj k = 
(2.5), either c~,~ = 2g 
- 2g whenever j < k. That is, either C = 2 gW 
or C = -2gW. Since RWRt = -W where R is the permutation matrix 
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with l’s on the back diagonal, condition (a) holds with Q = PD in the first 
case, Q = RPD in the second. Since Qty = x is an eigenvector of A and 
y = cw or cW, one (and so each) of Q”w and Q”W is too. This proves the 
necessity of (a) and (b). 
The final comment is a consequence of the fact that, if (a) holds, then 
max ]z*Wz]/z*z = cot(r/2n) is attained by z = Qx, and so Qx = cw or 
CW for some c, as observed above. 
Suppose now that (a) and (b) hold. Let x = Q’w. Then x*( A - At)x = 
2gw*Ww = i2g cot(7r/2n) x*x, by (2.1). But Ax = Ax for some A by (b). 
Consequently, 2(Im h/x*x = lx*(A - Af)xl = 2g cot(r/2n) x*x, and so 
IIm Al = g cot(77/2n). n 
For a skew-symmetric matrix K, Theorem 2.1 has a simple formulation in 
terms of the spectral radii p(K) and p(W,) = cot(n/Zn). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let K = [k,,,] b e a (real) n x n skew-symmetn’c ma- 
trix with g = g(K). Th en p(K) < gp(W,,>. Equality holds if and only if 
there is a signed permutation matrix Q such that 
K = gQ”W,,Q. 
3. PICK TOURNAMENTS 
In this section, we first use Theorem 2.1 to characterize (in terms of the 
transitive tournament matrix M) those tournament matrices that realize 
equality in Picks inequality (P). We call these matrices the g-tournament 
matrices. We then describe their associated digraphs (the 9- or Pick touma- 
merits) in terms of the transitive tournament A. For our characterizations, 
we require a directed analogue of the Seidel switching operation on undi- 
rected graphs. This is given in (3.1) and (3.5) below. (See [6, p. 184; 21, p. 
1461 for a discussion of Seidel switching, and [9] for some recent references.) 
Let A be a tournament matrix of order n. If u is a k 1 n-vector and D(u) 
is the diagonal matrix with the entries of u down the main diagonal, let A(u) 
be the tournament matrix satisfying the equation 
A(u) - Am = D(u)( A - Af) D(u). (3.1) 
By (1.1) A(u) is well defined: 
A(u) = D(u) AD(u) + +(J - uu”). (3.2) 
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In particular, when A is the transitive tournament matrix M,, then 
M(u) - M(u)f = D(u)WD(u) (3.3) 
and 
M(u) = D(U)MD(U) + i(J - ud). (3.4) 
THEOREM 3.1. An n X n real matrix A is a 9-tournament matrix if and 
only if it is permutation Similar to M(u) for some f 1 vector u such that 
utw = 0. 
Proof. Necessity: Suppose that A is a 9-tournament matrix. Then 
2g = 1, conditions (a), (b) of Th eorem 2.1 hold, and Q”w is a SJ-eigenvector 
of A. Since w is an i cot(m/2n)-eigenvector of W, it follows from (a> that 
Q’w is also an eigenvector of A - At [with eigenvalue i cot(n/2n)]. Thus it 
is also an eigenvector of I - (A - At) + 2 A = J, and so JQ’w = 0, since 
Q”w # cl. Now take the permutation matrix P and the _+ 1 diagonal matrix 
D so that Q = DP. Then D = D(u), where u = Dl, and so A - At = 
PtDWDP = P”[M(u) - M(uY]P. Therefore, A = PtM(u)P. Also utw = 
1’Dw = ltPQtw = 0. 
Sufficiency: Suppose that A = P’M(u)P for some permutation matrix P 
and some _+ 1 vector u such that utw = 0. Then A is a tournament matrix 
and 2g = 1. Also, condition (a> of Theorem 2.1 holds with Q = D(u)P. It is 
sufficient to show that condition (b) of Theorem 2.1 also holds. Let x = Q”w. 
Then x is an i cot(rr/2n)-eigenvector of A - At = Q’WQ, since w is such 
an eigenvector for W. Also, ltx = u’w = 0. Therefore, Ax = $( A - At - I 
+J)x = [- + + (i/2)cot(7r/2n)]x. n 
REMARK 3.1. If A is a Stoumament matrix and h is a 9-eigenvalue of 
A, then h must equal - i f (i/2) cot(v/2n). For if x is a A-eigenvector of 
A, then Qx = cw or CW by Theorem 2.1 and the argument at the end of 
Theorem 3.1 applies. 
REMARK 3.2. A generalized tournament matrix is a nonnegative matrix 
A such that A + At + Z = J. The inequalities (1.3) and (1.4) on the real and 
imaginary parts of eigenvalues also hold for generalized tournament matrices. 
There are generalized tournament matrices attaining equality in (1.3) which 
are not tournament matrices [A = i(] - I), for example]. If A is a general- 
ized tournament matrix, then g(A) < i. Thus if A attains equality in (1.4), 
then by (P), g = k, A is a Pick matrix, and so A must be a tournament 
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matrix by Theorem 2.1. This does not mean that every generalized touma- 
ment Pick matrix is a tournament matrix; equality can be attained in (P> 
without being attained in (1.4). For example, equality holds trivially in (P) if 
A = i(J - Z), since g = 0. 
The next corollary implies that, up to isomorphism, there is only one 
regular pa-tournament on n nodes for each odd n. In particular, the matrix 
2, of Example 2.1 is permutation similar to the matrix C, below. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Zf A is the matrix of a regular P-tournament on n 
nodes, then A is permutation similar to the circulant matrix 
C, = Circ(0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, . . , 1, 0,l). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, we may assume that A = M(u) for some + 1 
vector II. Since A is regular, its net score vector (A - At)1 is 0. Thus 
0 = D(u)WD(u)l = D(u)Wu, and so u is in the kernel of W. Therefore, 
u = f [l, - 1, 1, - 1, . . , lit, by (2.0, and so M(u) = C,, by (3.3). n 
Let U be a subset of the node set of a tournament 97 If we reverse the 
directions of all the arcs of Y that have one end in U and the other in its 
complement V, then another tournament will be formed on the same node 
set. We call the vertex partition {U, U} a cut and the arc reversal operation a 
cut reversal. Each cut {U, V} on n nodes can be specified by either of two 
* 1 n-vectors u. 
If A and B are the matrices of two tournaments on the same set of 
nodes, then it is easily checked that their tournaments are related by the cut 
reversal specified by a k 1 vector u if and only if 
A - At = D(u)( B - Bt)D(u); (3.5) 
that is, if and only if A = B(u), or, equivalently, B = A(u). 
For comparison, we note that in Seidel switching for simple undirected 
graphs, the edges between the vertex sets of a cut are deleted and replaced 
by the edges of the complement of the graph. An equation similar to (3.5) 
then holds for the Seidel matrices obtained from the symmetric (0,l) 
adjacency matrices of the graphs by replacing the off-diagonal O’s with - 1’s. 
Recalling that M, is the adjacency matrix of the transitive tournament &, 
we can now characterize the p-tournaments in terms of special cut reversals 
on ..&. 
THEOREM 3.3. A directed graph on n nodes is a P-tournament if and 
only if it is isomorphic to a tournament constructed as follows: 
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(a) Label the nodes 1,2,. . . , n of the transitive tournament .k’ by the 
complex numbers 1, q, . . , gn”- ‘, where a, = eiTjn. 
(b) Partition the nodes into two sets U and U, so that the sum of the 
labels on one set equals the sum of the labels on the other. 
(c) Pe$orm the cut reversal on (U, U}. 
By Theorem 3.1 (or 3.3), in order to generate the P-tournaments on n 
nodes, it is sufficient to determine the * 1 n-vectors u such that utw = 0, 
where w = [l, cr,,, . . , cnn-‘]‘, a,, = eiT/n. We call each such vector u a 
signing vector (of w). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. In Corollary 3.2, we saw that if n is odd, then the 
alternating n-vector a = a, = [l, - 1, . , - 1, 11’ is a signing vector and 
M(a) = C, = Circ(O,O, l,O, 1,. . ,O, 1) 
is a P-tournament matrix. 
It will be convenient to associate to an n-vector u = [ui, . . , u,lt the 
polynomial 
P”(Z) = u1 + IL22 + u$ + *.* +I&-1. 
We say that p,,(z) is a signing polynomial if u is a signing vector of w. 
Clearly, a polynomial p(z) of degree n - 1 is a signing polynomial if and 
only if p(a;l) = 0 and all the coefficients of p(z) are + 1. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. If u is a signing r-vector and v is any k I s-vector, then 
the tensor product u @ v is a signing rs-vector, because urS = ei?r/rr is a root 
of pU&) = p,Wp,(z). 
Let Qn,<z> denote the nth cyclotomic polyonomial, that is, the manic 
irreducible polynomial whose roots are the primitive nth roots of unity: 
Qn(z)= I? (Z-Q), where I& = e2?ii/n. 
k=l . 
(k,n)=l 
For example [ll, p. 3881, if p is prime then (a,(z) = 1 + .z + -*. +zp-l. 
Also, if q is the product of the distinct prime divisors of n, then 
QJ 2) = @,( z”‘q) 
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and if n is odd, then 
a&( 2) = @J-z). 
25 
The following theorem links signing n-vectors of w (and so 9-tourna- 
ments on n nodes) to those multiples of the 2nth cyclotomic polynomial 
a,,,(z) that have degree n - I and all coefficients equal to k I. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let u be a + 1 n-vector. Then u is a signing vector of 
w if and only if p,(z) is divisible by Qt,(z>. 
Proof. Since a, = [sn = ein/* is a primitive 2nth root of 1, its minimal 
polynomial is @Z,(x). The sufficiency is immediate. The necessity follows 
from the Euclidean algorithm. n 
COROLLARY 3.5. There are no 9Wnwnarmnts on n = 2k nodes, k > 1. 
Proof. If n = 2k, then Q,,,(Z) = zn + I, and so no signing polynomial 
of degree n - 1 exists. w 
REMARK 3.3. Corollary 3.5 can be proved by a direct argument that 
bypasses the results of Section 2. Suppose A is a P-tournament matrix of 
order n = 2k. Then A has a h-eigenvector x for some A with Im A = 
(i/2)cot(r/2n), and so (x*( A - At)x/x*xl = cot(7r/2n) (the maximum 
possible). Thus x must be an eigenvector of A - A’ and so of At. By (1.11, x 
is also an eigenvector of J and so Jx = 0, since x is not a multiple of 1. Thus 
Re A = - $ by (1.2). As 
i cot( 77/2n) - 1 
i cot(7r/2n) + 1 = a, 
[from which i cot(m/2n> and A can be solved for in terms of Us, and vice 
versa], the extension fields of each of cr,,, i cot(+rr/2n), and h over the field of 
rationals are all equal. Consequently, their minimal polynomials all have the 
same degree. By Eisenstein’s criterion [ll, p. 2551, the polynomial zn + 1 is 
irreducible and therefore is the minimal polynomial of u,,. Thus (z + 1)” + 
(Z - I>” is the minimal polynomial of i cot(m/2n). [Its roots are the purely 
imaginary roots (2.1).] But i cot(~/2n) = 2X + 1, so (22 + 2)” + (22)” is 
an irreducible polynomial that has h as a zero and so must be (a constant 
times) the characteristic polynomial of A. In particular, all the eigenvalues of 
A must have real part - $. This is a contradiction, since the trace of A is 
zero. 
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COROLLARY 3.6. lf p is an odd prime, then, up to permutation similar- 
ity, the circulant C, is the only P-tournament matrix of order p. 
Proof. Since QD, (z) = (a,(-.~> = 1 - z + z2 - *=. +z’-’ already has 
degree p - 1, the on& signing vectors are the vectors + a in Example 3.1. w 
COROLLARY 3.7. Zf n = rs where r is an odd number, and a, is the 
alternating r-vector, then a,. 8 v is a signing vector of wn for all k 1 
s-vectors v. If n = 2kp’ where p is an odd prime and k > 0, 1 2 1, then each 
signing vector of wn is equal to a,, f9 v for some + 1 2kp1- ‘-vector v. 
Proof. The first case was verified in Example 3.2. In the second, 
Qz,( z) = QJ z”) = @J-z”) = 1 - z9 + zzs - ... +,z(p-l)s, 
where s = 2kp1-‘. So the only possible signing polynomials of degree n - 1 
are 
(fl*z+**. + z”-l)(l _ zs + z2s - . . . +,(!J-us), 
The associated signing n-vectors are the vectors ap 8 v. n 
REMARK 3.4. Different signings sometimes give closely related touma- 
ments. For example, it is easy to check that if u = [ur, Us, . , u,]” is a 
signing vector of w, then so are 
Nfu = [-U,,U1,U2,. . ,U,_J and RU = [u,,u_,, . ,u,,u,]~ 
(The matrices N, S and W are defined in section 2, and R = Rt is the 
permutation matrix with its l’s on the back diagonal.) The vectors obtained 
from u by repeating and combining these operations are also signings; for 
example, - u = ( Ntjnu is a signing. 
The vectors ( Nt )“u yield isomorphic tournaments, while R(N”jk u and 
(NtIkRu yield tournaments which are isomorphic to the complement of the 
tournament given by u. For, by (3.2), we have M(N’u) = StM(u)S, since 
D(Ntu) = NtD(u)S and NWNt = W. On the other hand, M(Ru) = 
RM(rjtR, since D(Ru) = RD(u)R and RWR = Wt. 
COROLLARY 3.8. If n = 2p, where p is an odd prime, then up to 
permutation similarity, the only P-tournament matrix of order n is 
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Proof. By Corollary 3.7, the only signing vectors of w, are ap @ v where 
v = (+ 1, + 1)‘. Since p is odd, N,f(a @ v) = a @ Niv. The action of N, on 
the vectors v* produces one orbit: 
[l,l] --f [-l,l] + [-1, -11 -+ [I, -11 -+ [l,l]. 
By Remark 3.4, there is only one 9-tournament matrix of order 2p up to 
permutation similarity. We may take (1.6) with A = C,, for example. n 
To form the Y-tournament matrices M(u @ v) and interpret them as 
directed graphs, we require a composition rule for tournaments. 
4. COMPOSITIONS OF TOURNAMENTS 
To guide the definition for the composition of two tournaments, we first 
examine the relation between M(u 8 v) and the pair M(u), M(v) where u 
and v are k 1 m- and n-vectors. By the defining equation (3.31, M(u 8 v) is 
the unique tournament matrix such that 
M(u 8 v) - M(u 8 v)' 
= D(u c4 v)W,,zl(u c3 v) 
= D(u)w”D(u) @ D(v)JmD(v) + D(u)zl(u) 8 D(v)w,D(v) 
= [M(u) -M(u)'] 8 w* + Z, 8 [M(v) -M(v)']. (4.1) 
We claim that 
M(u @ v) = M(u) 6%~ 
Ln+w* 
2 +M(u)*@ '"iwt +Z,@M(v). 
(4.2) 
This expression is easily seen to be a (OJ) matrix that satisfies (1.11, and SO is 
a tournament matrix. It also is easy to check that it is a solution of (4.1). This 
justifies the claim. 
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We shall see that the following composition rule relates the tournaments 
of these matrices. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let & and 9 be tournaments on n and m nodes 
respectively, and let (V, v} be a partition of the nodes of 9. Let &or, 9 be 
the tournament on the nodes {(i, ( 1 < i < n, 1 <j ,< m) formed as fol- 
lows: 
(1) Replace each node i of ti by a copy S’(i) of 9. 
(2) If i + i’ in &, then every V [V] node in S’(i) dominates every V 
[V] node in &i’) and is dominated by every V [V] node in G’(2). 
In the cases we are interested i_n, 9’ is determined by V in Definition 
4.1. Formally, however, any cut {V, V} of the node set of 95 can be used, and 
each choice gives a composition rule. In particular, if V (or 7) is empty, the 
composition agrees with that in Moon [16, p. 781. We then write simply 
do97 for&ov9. 
If A and B are the adjacency matrices of LY’ and 9, and v is a f 1 vector 
given by {V, v}, we let A o,, B denote the adjacency matrix of &ov 9. It 
follows from (I) and (2) in the definition above that 
Ao,B=A&++~ +A’c+-~* +Z,@B. 
2 2 
(4.3) 
In particular, when V = 0, then v = 1, and the matrix of & 0 S’ is 
A0 B = A @‘,I1 + I, 8 B. (44 
Comparing (4.2) and (4.31, we see that M(u 8 v) is the matrix of HoY 95’ 
where RZ has matrix M(u), g has matrix M(v), and {V, V) is the cut 
determined by v. More briefly, M(u @ v> = M(u)o. M(V). 
If A and B are matrices of orders m and n respectively, then there is a 
permutation matrix P of order mn such that P”( A @ B)P = B 8 A. Thus, 
reversing the order of the tensor products in (4.3) and (4.4) gives permutation 
similar matrices. These matrices often have a more pleasing block structure. 
For example, if we use a tilde to indicate that the order of te 
is to be reversed, then by (4.3) the 11111 X mn tournament matrix A o,, B is the 
m x m block matrix of n x n blocks formed from A, B, and v as follows: 
(Al) replace each 1 of wt by A and each - 1 by At; 
(A2) add I, to those blocks corresponding to the l’s of B. 
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Also, by (4.41, to form the mn 
1 of B by A + I, and 
(B2) replace each 0 of B by A. 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf A is a P-tournament matrix of order n, and v is any 
t_ 1 m-uector, then k( v is a 9-tournament matrix of order mn con- ) 
structed as follows: 
A . (‘) Ab 
oue the diagonal, replace each 1 of M(v) by A + Z and each 0 by 
t 
(2) On or below the diagonal, replace each 0 of M(v) by A and each 1 by 
At + I. 
Proof. As A is a 9-tournament matrix, by Theorem 3.4 we have 
A = PM(u)P’ for some permutation matrix P and some signing vector u of 
w,,. By Example 3.2, M(u)o. M(v) = M(u X v) is a P-tournament matrix. 
But A o,, M(v) = [PM(u)Z’~I~, M(v) = (P @ Z,,)[Mbb, M(v)lW @ I,), 
by (4.3). Thus A 0” M(v) is also a P-tournament matrix. Let B = M(v). By 
(3.31, 2B = D(M - Mt)D +J - I, where M is the transitive tournament 
matrix and D = D(v). Above the diagonal, 2B agrees with the matrices 
DMD+J and DJD+J= wt + J. Thus, above the diagonal, B is 1 or 0 
where wt is 1 or - 1, respectively. Similarly, below the diagonal, B is 1 or 0 
where wt is - 1 or 1, respectively. Also, the diagonal entries of wt are all 1. 
The construction rules now follow from (4.5). n 
Note that A must be composed with M(v) in Theorem 4.1; composing A 
with a matrix that is permutation similar to M(v) need not give a matrix that 
is permutation similar to A oV M(v). 
EXAMPLE 4.1. By Example 3.1, A 0” M(v) is a P-tournament matrix 
whenever A is similar to the circulant C, and v is any + 1 s-vector. By 
Corollary 3.7, every g-tournament matrix of order n = Zkp’, p an odd 
prime, k > 0, I > 1, is permutation similar to one of these. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. If v = l,, then M(v) = M, is the transitive tournament 
matrix and Theorem 4.1 yields the m x m block matrices 
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These are 9-tournament matrices whenever A is. The matrices obtained by 
the doubling construction in Example I.2 are of this form with m = 2k. 
REMARK 4.1. Corollaries 3.6 and 3.8 imply that if n = p or 279, where p 
is an odd prime, then up to isomorphism, there is only one 9-tournament on 
n nodes. These are the only orders with unique B-tournaments, up to 
isomorphism. For suppose that n = rs where r is odd and r, s > 3. Let a,. 
and a, be the alternating r- and s-vectors, and let v be a + 1 s-vector. By 
(4.I), the net score vector b of the p-tournament matrix M(a, 8 v> = 
C, 0” M(v) is 
[ M(a, @ v) - M(a, 8 v)'](l, Q 1,) = 1, 63 [M(v) - M(v)“] 1, 
= 1, @ D(v)W,v. 
If v = a,, then for s odd, b = 0 [that is, M(a, 8 v> is regular], while for s 
even, b is a f 1 vector [that is, M(a, 8 v) is nearly regular]. On the other 
hand, if v = l,, then the largest entry of b is s - 1 # 1,O. Thus, for s B 3, 
the 9-tournament matrices M(a, @ a,) and M(a, B 1,) are never permuta- 
tion similar. 
5. SPECTRA OF COMPOSITIONS 
Although the composition A oy B of A with B, and v was introduced 
with only one eigenvalue in mind, we can sometimes express its full spectrum 
in a composed form. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A and B be tournament matrices of orders n and m, 
respectively. Then 
Spec( A 0 B) = U Spec( AJ + B) 
A 
lf A is regular, then for any k 1 m-vector v, 
Spec( Ao, B) = U Spec(Re h] + i Im hw’ + B). 
In both formulas, the unions are multiset unions taken over all h E Spec A. 
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Proof. By Schur’s theorem, A = ULU* where U is unitary and L is 
upper-triangular. By (4.3), A oy B is similar to 
=LC3 
Jm + wt 
2 
+ Lf 6% Jm - w’ + 2, C4 B. 
2 
In the first case, v = 1 and so A 0 B is similar to the block upper-triangular 
matrix L @ Jm + Z,, @ B. In the second case, A is normal, L must be a 
diagonal matrix, and so A oy B is similar to a block-diagonal matrix. In each 
case, the spectra of the diagonal blocks are the sets in the corresponding 
multiset union in the statement of the theorem. n 
The first formula in Theorem 5.1 gives the spectrum of the tournament 
composition in Moon [16]. The following result is sometimes helpful in 
determining it. 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf B is a to-urnament matrix and p,(s) is its characteristic 
polynomial, then the characteristic polynomial q(z) of hJ + B is 
q(2) = (X + l)p&) - (-l)mhpg(-Z - 1). 
Zf B is regular, then 
(Z- y)q(z) = (i-“h-y)pB(z). 
Proof. Subtracting the first row of q(z) = det(.zZ - hJ - B) from each 
of the others and then expanding along the first row shows that q(z) = a A + 
b where a and b are functions of z. Letting h = 0 gives b = p,(z), while 
A = -1 gives b - a = det[(z + l>Z + Bt] = (- l)n’pB(-z - 1). Thus q(z) 
is the polynomial in the statement of the theorem. 
If B is regular, then BJ = JB, so B is normal by (1.1). Thus B and 
h] + B can be simultaneously diagonalized. One common eigenvector is 1 
with eigenvalues (m - 1)/2 and mh + (m - 1)/2, respectively. The matri- 
ces agree on the subspace of vectors orthogonal to 1. H 
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COROLLARY 5.3. If A is a tournament matrix of order n and B is a 
regular tournament matrix of order m, then the spectrum of A 0 B is 
where the last union indicates that n copies of the multiset are taken. 
Formulas for the characteristic polynomials of the matrices in the second 
union in Theorem 5.1 can also be found. Note first that if A is regular and A 
is an eigenvalue of A, then because the trace of A is zero, by (1.3) either 
Re A = - 4 or A is the spectral radius (n - I)/2 [2, IS]. In the latter case, 
Lemma 5.2 may be used. The former case is dealt with in the next lemma. 
Note that by (3.41, (3.5), th e t ournament of B(v) = D(v)BD(v) + i<J - wt) 
is obtained by performing the v cut reversal on the tournament of B. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let B be a tournament matrix of order m, and let v be a 
+ 1 m-uector. Zf Re A = - i, then the characteristic polynomial of the 
matrix Re A J + i Im A w’ + B is 
2i Im A ps,,,( z) - Ap,( z) - A( - l)“pB( --z - 1) 
Proof. Let f(z, y> = det(zZ + +J - ywt - B). As in Lemma 5.2, 
f(z, y) = c(z) + rd(z) f or some functions c and d of z. Setting 7 = 0, we 
have f(z,O> = d et z + ?J - B), and applying Lemma 5.2 (with A = - i), ( Z 
we see that 
f(O) =c(z)=$[pL3(i) +(-l)mpB(-z-l)]. 
Now let y = i. Since D(v)B(v)D(v) = B + $(wt - J) is similar to B(v), 
we have fC.z, i) = det[zZ - B(v)] = pBCVj(z), so that 
d(z) = 2PB(&) - 242) = 2PB&) - PB(Z) - (-vLpB(-~ - 1). 
Takingy=iImAinf(.z,y)gi ves the characteristic polynomial. n 
In Sections 3 and 4, we often made use of the fact that either A or 
A - At may be used to represent a tournament-each matrix determines the 
other. Applying Lemma 5.2 to A - At = 2 A + I - J, one can show that if 
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pA(z) is the characteristic polynomial of the tournament matrix A, then the 
characteristic polynomial of A - At is 
PA-‘44 z> = 2 n-$$fg) + (-l)“,(+)]. (5.1) 
Consequently, the spectrum of A always determines that of A - At. The 
converse is true if A is regular; for then A and A - At are commuting and 
normal, and it follows as in the proof of Lemma 5.2 that 
It is perhaps surprising to discover that the spectrum of A - At does not 
always determine the spectrum of A. For example, the matrices W,, and 
A - At = D(u)W,D(u) are cospectral and, by (5.1), have common character- 
istic polynomial 
pw(z) =p,_,t(x) = +[(z - 1)” + (2 + l)n]. (5.3) 
However, only some of the tournament matrices A are 9-tournament 
matrices (the f vector u must be a signing vector of w). 
6. RELATED WORK AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
The first spectral relation of Theorem 5.1 is a special case of a result of 
Williamson [24]. If B(z) is a matrix of order m whose entries are polynomials 
in z, and A is a matrix, then 
SpecB(A) = *egcASPecB(A). 
Also, the second relation of Theorem 5.1 is an instance of the observation 
that if A is normal and the entries of B(z, Z) are polynomials in z, Z, then 
SpecB( A, A*) = U SpecB(A,h). 
A~Spec A 
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Using Bumside’s lemma, Davis [7, p. 851 enumerated the number of 
nonisomorphic tournaments on n nodes. No such formula for the number of 
nonisomorphic regular tournaments on n nodes is known. The prospect for 
P-tournaments is brighter. For odd primes p, the number q,, of nonisomor- 
phic P-tournaments on n nodes is 1 if n = p or 2p. Also, there is some 
chance of finding q,, for n = 2kp’. For example, as in Corollary 3.8, if 
n = 4p, the action of N4 on the 16 -+_ 1 four-vectors gives two orbits, and so 
774 1’ = 2. 
Some of the ideas in this paper have also been considered by Fisher and 
Ryan [lo] in enumerating the number of classes that result when two 
tournaments are considered equivalent if an isomorph of one of the touma- 
ments can be obtained by performing some cut reversal on the other. They 
call these classes flip classes. If A(fl is the adjacency matrix of a touma- 
ment x they regard the matrix K(Y) = A(Y) - A(fl* as the payofmatrix 
of a tournament game described by Williams 123, p. 1521. By (3.51, two 
tournaments are in the same flip class if and only if their payoff matrices are 
similar by a signed permutation matrix. For example, since W = K(M) is the 
payoff matrix of the transitive tournament _&, a tournament Yis in the same 
flip class as J% is and only if K(9) and K(L) are signed permutation 
similar, or, by Corollary 2.2, if and only if K(Y) has (the maximum) spectral 
radius cot(r/2n>. This is an example of a flip class that is determined by the 
(common) spectra of its payoff matrices (indeed, by one eigenvalue). 
A family of tournaments on n nodes with interesting extremal spectral 
properties are those whose payoff matrices K = A - At have determinant 
(n - 1)““. By H d a amard’s inequality, this value is the maximum possible 
and is achieved if and only if the rows of K are orthogonal, that is, if and only 
if K + 1 is a skew-Hadamard matrix (or K is a skew-symmetric conference 
matrix). For this to be the case, it is necessary that n = 1, 2, or 4k (the 
sufficiency is a classical unsolved problem). Clearly, if K is such a payoff 
matrix, then so is DKD for all 5 1 diagonal matrices D. In particular, the 
skew-Hadamard matrices of order n can be associated with a union of flip 
classes of tournaments. An irreducible tournament of order n > 4 is of this 
type if and only if its adjacency matrix has precisely four distinct eigenvalues, 
one of which is 0 with algebraic multiplicity 1 [14]. As for the determinants of 
the tournament matrices themselves, a theorem of Ryser 1201 implies that if 
A is a tournament matrix of order n, then 
n-1 
where 
r=2> 
with equality if and only if A is the incidence matrix of a (skew-) Hadamard 
design (equivalently, if and only if A is doubly regular [l, p. 1921). If A is an 
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irreducible tournament matrix of order n > 3, this will be the case if and only 
if A has precisely three distinct eigenvalues [8, 251. 
For comparison, we mention that if A is the (O,l, - 1) adjacency (or 
Seidel) matrix of a simple undirected graph on n nodes, then the (maximum) 
determinant (n - I)“i2 is achieved if and only if A is a symmetric confer- 
ence matrix [21]. 
Let p,, CL,,) be the maximum of the real (imaginary) parts of the 
eigenvalues of the tournament matrices of order n. If n is odd, p, = (n - 
D/2, by (1.3). If n # Zk, then L, = i cot(r/2n) by Examples 1.1, 1.2. If 
v = [l, - l]‘, then k(v) is the “skew double” 
A’ 1 A ’
Brualdi and Li conjecture that pzrn is attained by this matrix when A is the 
transitive matrix Mm [4, 121. (Their matrix can also be obtained by dropping 
the first row and column of the circulant P-tournament matrix Z2,,,+ r.> 
Beginning with [O], consider the tournament matrices of orders n = 2k 
obtained by successive skew doubling: 
00 01 
[ol, ;;> 
’ ’ i 
:; i; ,.... 
01 10 I 
For k > 1, these matrices are permutation similar to the matrices M(v) 
where v = BD, [l, - 11”. Using a list of tournament matrices of orders n < 8 
generated by a procedure of Read [19], we have verified that the first four 
matrices give pi = ~~ = 0, Lo = 1.1393 , . . , and us = 2.5087 . . . 
Do these matrices give L, for all n = 2k? 
The authors are grateful to P. van den Driessche, C. Johnson, D. de Caen, 
and C. God.4 for some helpf 1 u conversations, and to the referee for a 
reference. 
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